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The Roots of iHKA Sauna
Sauna culture represents one of the
pillars of Finnish culture. Almost all Finns
have a close contact with sauna.

iHKA is an ancient Finnish dialect word
that means ´your own´, something which
has a special emotional bond with you. 
So, with iHKA Sauna you can have an 
authentic Finnish sauna experience of 
your own whenever needed.



Authentic Finnish Sauna
Sauna an integral part of the lives of 
most of the Finnish population. In a sauna, 
people cleanse their bodies and minds and 
embrace a sense of inner peace. Slowing 
down, breathing, enjoying time 
reconnecting with yourself and getting a 
sense of lightness/relaxation are the key 
concepts that underlie the Finnish lifestyle 
and luxury. Finland’s sauna culture has 
been added to UNESCO’s representative 
list of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of 
Humanity.



Live like Happy Finns
Finland is the happiest country in the
world for the fifth time in a row, and now
with an even clearer gap to those coming
after. This is what the World Happiness
Report published in March says, the data 
of which was collected in 2021.
Sauna is one reason for our happiness. 
With iHKA Sauna you can start live like a 
Finn!



Customer Needs
Idea of an easy modular iHKA sauna was born from the 
desire to own an authentic Finnish sauna, designed 
and produced in Finland. It has become popular to 
build freestanding saunas in the yard at home. 
Backyard saunas are ideal for single-family homes with 
a large yards and they can be a wonderful addition to 
a backyard swimming pool. However, in most 
cases, backyard saunas were difficult to assemble 
and transportation costs from Finland to Finnish sauna 
lovers outside Finland were high. The modular design 
enables compact, flat-pack, transport efficient 
and affordable packaging.



Easy to Assemble
The modules and equipment for the
sauna are fit to be transported in a 
van. Only two people are needed for 
transporting the parts and 
assembling iHKA Sauna. iHKA Sauna 
is easy to assemble using the 3d-
animated instructions, in just one
day!



Choose the Colour
The basic colors of the iHKA sauna 
are black and gray. When ordering, 
you can also choose other versions. 
You can also choose the materials
and colors of the interior upholstery
according to your needs and 
preferences.



Why Choose iHKA
1. Own an authentic Finnish sauna
2. Easy and quick to assemble
3. You can assemble it yourself, if you wish
4. Modules fit in any normal size van
5. Assembly in one day, only two

people needed
6. 3d-animated assembly video,

easy to understand
7. Cost effective
8. You can choose materials and colors
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jussi@omasauna.fi
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www.ihkasauna.fi
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+358 40 500 0138
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